






Transaction fees - also known as blockchain 
fees - refer to the fee users pay when they 
conduct a transaction on a blockchain. This 
fee is collected by miners or validators who 
ensure that the blockchain only records and 

processes valid transactions.

Most DeFi applications involve myriads of Most DeFi applications involve myriads of 
transactions, which incur transaction fees at 
every step. For this reason, blockchain fees 
are an important factor to consider before 
choosing a blockchain protocol. Recently, 
Ethereum has recorded fees over $100 for a 
single transaction, while Binance Smart 

Chain charges between $0.10 — $0.50 for the Chain charges between $0.10 — $0.50 for the 
same services.

Transaction Speed - Ethereum has been 
handicapped by scalability challenges, 
which has resulted in congestions and 
longer waiting times for transactions to 

complete.

The Binance Smart Chain was specifically 
designed to enhance scalability in 

blockchains with high throughput for easy 
implementation of smart contracts to build 

scalable decentralized applications.



Download MetaMask
This app allows you to purchase and
safely store your crypto - including 

Baby Pancake.1
Setup MetaMask and send BNB
Create a MetaMask account and 
send $BNB coins from an exchange 
(e.g. Binance) into your MetaMask 

account.2
PancakeSwap.finance/swap
Head over to the website above. 
Connect your MetaMask wallet and 
click ‘select a currency’. Paste the 
contract address provided below.3
Swap BNB for BabyPancake

With address in place, set slippage 
to 16% and enter the amount of 
BNBs you want to convert to 

BabyPancake. Hit SWAP, approve 
the transaction and gas fee. Viola!4

Contract:
0xd69573a37ef9708863d7cd82039f289dd9d04050





The content of this whitepaper 
is provided for information 
purposes only and shall not in 

any way constitute an 
investment advice or 

investment recommendation in 
any product discussed. Buy at 
your own risk. BabyPancake your own risk. BabyPancake 
($BPcake) is a meme token. It is 
strongly recommended that you 
seek professional investment 
advice before making any 
investment decision. Any 

investment decision that you 
make should be based on an make should be based on an 
assessment of your risks in 

consultation
with your investment adviser


